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52 Beautifully Written Weekly Affirmations for attaining Wealth and Abundance.
Use these easy to memorize affirmations every step of the way to meet your
personal wealth and abundance goals. Includes notes space to track your
thoughts and progress.
The I AM Empowerment journal is a 52-week self-care devotional created help
women and young adults build and maintain their self-esteem and selfconfidence. This interactive journal is designed to give inspiration, hope and tools
to help you grow in your abilities by being empowered. It keeps the owners
engaged and set realistic goals and expectations.
Tuesday Morning Love is a compelling book of memoirs that impact - and
transform - the seat of the soul. In this book, Rochelle Soetan, creative publisher
of the popular inspirational blog 'Tuesday Morning Love' explores the questions
and answers of personal growth that emerge from the challenges of everyday
life. From matters of health to humanity and audacity to inspiration, Rochelle
expresses through her writings that awareness is the bridge to facilitate the shift
from obliviousness to mindfulness. Using chronicles from her own life
experiences, as well as exclusive narratives shared by some of the courageous
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people she's met over the years, Rochelle Soetan offers inspirations and
affirmations as road maps to help us navigate through the journey of life. The 52
commentaries in Tuesday Morning Love transport the reader from page to page,
with love and light, and each represent a quality of usefulness that can provide
thought-provoking space for deliberation, gratefulness, and renewal. Whether the
experience is loss, forgiveness, transformation, or finding inner peace - Tuesday
Morning Love provides reinforcement on how to honor one's self and withstand
the storms of life in order to embrace the rainbows that are sure to follow. Written
in the same engaging style and personal approach as the blog, Tuesday Morning
Love is a book that deliberately speaks to the soul, and compels the reader to
reach deep within for reflection, restoration, and radical reform.
Breathe Through Your Soul contains 52 weekly devotionals, 52 Mantras, 52
Affirmations, and 52 Exercises all created to strengthen the reader's soul.
52 Beautifully Written Weekly Affirmationsfor Health and Healing. Use these easy
to memorize affirmations every step of the way to meet your health and healing
goals. Use the notes space to track your thoughts and progress.A thoughtful gift
for those at all levels of the health and healing process, these positive words of
encouragement and affirmation can be powerful tools in healing and recovery
from physical and emotional challenges.
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This Beautiful Compact Full Color Prompted Journal has 52 Positive SelfAffirmations to help guide you to the abundance, health, happiness, success,
confidence, and self-worth you are destined for! Affirmations can be an incredibly
powerful tool to help you change your mood, improve your self-image, and help
manifest the changes you desire in your life. This journal makes it easy to focus
on one affirmation each week for a year. Each affirmation prompt has one lined
page for you to write about your thoughts and feelings, giving you guidance from
within and opening your mind to the possibility of each affirmation. Focusing on,
practicing, and writing about each affirmation, will help embed your affirmations
into your subconscious mind more firmly, thus increasing the likelihood of you
bringing your words to fruition. Make your dreams a reality and start with these
52 Positive Self-Affirmations to kick start your journey to a better life. Imagine
how much better your life could be in just 1 week, then imagine what it could be
like in 1 month, then 1 year! You have all the tools you need. Gift yourself or a
loved one this journal today!
A wonderful planner to track your success for 52 weeks. Check off your to do list,
track habits, water intake, and set goals. Has a designated area for positive
affirmations and gratitude entries. This is a simple planner, to the point yet
appealing. There is a quote upon opening: There is no mountain too high for me
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to climb.
You can stay organized with this handy 6" x 9" planner. Inside you will find:*
Lined Notes pages* 3-month, 6-month and 12-month Goals page* Goals for the
week* To-Do list* An area to track of your healthy habits and water intake*
Section for your Affirmations and Inspirational Quotes to keep you motivated.The
weekday page has a place to put reminders for the upcoming week. That way
you can plan ahead and stay on track. Grab your planner today.
Jack Canfield is a master motivator, world-renowned teacher, and bestselling
author of The Success Principles. In his latest book, Success Affirmations, he
helps readers break through to new levels of passion, purpose, and prosperity
with 52 affirmations and time-tested wisdom. In our 24/7 world, where we move
at warp speed, sometimes we let life happen to us instead of taking control of our
direction. Other times, we suffer from information overload, and we fail to
consciously control our positive thoughts, and we allow negativity to take over.
For those who want to rise above, to get unstuck, or to catapult to a new level
success, Jack Canfield will show you how positive affirmations can transform
your life in extraordinary ways. Canfield, with the help of esteemed coauthors
Kelly Johnson and Ram Ganglani, explains what positive affirmations are (and
what they are not), why they are so effective, and how to effortlessly integrate
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their practice into your life. Pulling the most effective tenets from his bestselling
book The Success Principles, Canfield covers all areas of life, from financial
prosperity and creative pursuits to your career and positive relationships.
Success Affirmations reveals: How to avoid letting life just happen to you, and
how to proactively go after your dreams How to use the power of deliberate
thought to create the reality you want How to identify your true passions and
purpose to direct your affirmations to concrete goals, not nebulous ideas or
someone else's vision How to harness positive energy to attract what you want in
your life through the Law of Attraction How to unplug from technology and plug
into your true source of energy And much more!
52 Weekly AffirmationsTechniques to Unleash the Power of Your Subconscious
Mind
This weekly journal is designed transform your days to become a brighter future
for you. By dedicating 1-2 hours a week to brainstorm, set your weekly goals and
positive affirmation through the lens of gratitude will ensure you keep the positive
attitude and make choices to transform your life. Cultivating the habit of setting
SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Timely) goals and
positive affirmations will enable to you achieve happiness, better mental health,
great mood, self-esteem, healthy relationships, career advancement and so on.
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Start your week with SMART goal, positive affirmations, list of gratitude and
reflections will dramatically improve your outlook. Feel free to visit your weekly
goals to keep from being derailed for your focus. Great journal for women and
men! This is a great Gift for friends, family, co-workers, teachers, teenagers and
students. This positive affirmations and goals journal is unique for these reasons.
A introduction is provided stating the purpose and rationale for the journal. The
journal is organized for easy and consistent journaling. Journal is weekly instead
of daily because it is more attainable and more likely to be doable on a weekly
basis. Beautiful cover to serve as a coffee table book décor item. The journal
allows for dating to stay organized and can be started at any time of month, in
any year. The journal is a great paperback size (110 pages at 6? x 9? or
152.4mm x 228.4mm), for easy storage in book bags, purses and to use on the
go. Purchase this journal for positive affirmations and goals to transform your life
and the life of your loved ones (gift them one too)!
Find peace and joy as an empath through guided journaling The ability to take on
the emotions of others is an extraordinary gift, but life as an empath can feel
exhausting and overwhelming at times. The Empath's Self-Care Journal will help
you put yourself and your feelings first for an entire year. You'll find supportive
weekly affirmations, prompts, and practices that will help you create healthy new
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habits and leave you feeling calmer, happier, and more energized every day.
What sets this empath book apart from other empathy books for adults: Empath
self-care basics--Learn why nourishing your mind, body, and spirit is so important
and the various types of self-care you'll focus on during your yearlong journey. 52
empowering prompts--Protect your energy by setting clear boundaries, release
fear by exploring what's holding you back, access your higher self using
visualization techniques, and more. Uplifting affirmations--Learn to embrace your
empathic nature with powerful phrases you can turn to whenever you need them.
Grow, heal, and feel more joy in life with The Empath's Self-Care Journal.
A wonderful planner to track your success goals for 52 weeks. Check off your to do list, track
habits, water intake, and goals. Has a designated area for positive affirmations and gratitude
entries. Simple planner, to the point yet appealing. Upon opening, an inspirational quote says:
There is no mountain to high for me to climb.
Whether you are struggling and looking to journal your thoughts and feelings away, or is need
of gift for someone, this inspirational gratitude journal notebook is sure to life spirits and put
happiness in you or in someone's life if you give it as a gift. If you are seeking to journal in a
simple manner and straight to the point or need to focus on the positive, this book provides
spaces to write what you are grateful for each day. It also has prompt sections and some
simple random act of kindness that you may opt to do or not. AddTo Cart Now A perfect place
for your reflection and mindfulness, this notepad lets you reflect on the good things in life,
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those important people who put a smile on your face, and track daily gratitude you have.
FEATURES: 52 weeks of undated Pages with extra One week making it a total of 53 weeks of
undated pages Space to write daily affirmations A notes section and simple act of kindness for
doing good to someone else.events A few pages for monthly act of kindness and some pages
with writing prompts and some note spaces and some puzzles Product Description: 6x9"
143pages Uniquely designed matte cover /ul Ideas On How To Use This Journal: Mother's Day
Gift Birthday Gift StockingStuffer Teacher Gift Coworker Gift GraduationGift Gift for someone
who is suffering from depression Gift for yourself
The perfect planner for tracking habits, water intake, and goals. Has a to-do list, and an area
for positive affirmations and gratitude entries. Makes a wonderful gift. This planner is simple
and to the point, yet appealing with a positive message upon opening: There is no mountain
too high for me to climb
52 Weeks Motivational Gratitude Journal with Inspirational Quotes, Monthly Activities, Daily
Affirmation Start practicing gratitude by writing it down daily. By being grateful each day, even
in just simple words, will help you become happier, be more positive, and more satisfied with
life. Added to that (based on the Science of Gratitude), any individual who practices gratitude is
less likely to experience burnout, becomes less materialistic, have a better physical health,
sleeps better, have greater resiliency, and develops patience, humility and wisdom. Further,
they also stated that being grateful increases prosocial behaviours, strengthens relationships,
can help employees 'effectiveness and can increase job satisfaction. Whether you are
struggling and looking to journal your thoughts and feelings away, or is need of gift for
someone, this inspirational gratitude journal notebook is sure to life spirits and put happiness in
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you or in someone's life if you give it as a gift. If you are seeking to journal in a simple manner
and straight to the point or need to focus on the positive, this book provides spaces to write
what you are grateful for each day. It also has prompt sections and some simple random act of
kindness that you may opt to do or not. AddTo Cart Now A perfect place for your reflection and
mindfulness, this notepad lets you reflect on the good things in life, those important people who
put a smile on your face, and track daily gratitude you have. FEATURES: 52 weeks of undated
Pages with extra One week making it a total of 53 weeks of undated pages Space to write daily
affirmations A notes section and simple act of kindness for doing good to someone else.events
A few pages for monthly act of kindness and some pages with writing prompts and some note
spaces and some puzzles Product Description: 6x9" 143pages Uniquely designed matte cover
/ul Ideas On How To Use This Journal: Mother's Day Gift Birthday Gift StockingStuffer Teacher
Gift Coworker Gift GraduationGift Gift for someone who is suffering from depression Gift for
yourself
Unfailing Love is an inspirational gift book that helps readers access and activate God's
unfailing love to enjoy fulfilled lives.It is is filled with 52 weekly affirmations to help keep you
grounded through your biggest accomplishments, find your way through your toughest
challenges, and overcome more than a few discouragements and failures. Each affirmation is
based on Biblical principles and applicable to the challenges, struggles and decisions we face
daily. Each is designed to help you enjoy a fulfilling life regardless of circumstance. When
you're up, it reminds you to be grateful… and when you're down, it reminds you of God's
unfailing love (and when you're unsure, it even offers a bit of direction).From the back cover:By
definition, an affirmation is the declaration of the existence or truth of something. People use
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them to condition their thought processes; re-train their brains to focus on positive outcomes;
and, to activate the laws of attraction.The more you state them, the more powerful they
become.What happens, then, when your affirmations are linked with purpose, based on biblical
principles and backed by God's unfailing love?Revelation. Revelation that strengthens your
faith, encourages your spirit, and, ultimately, changes your life from the inside out.Instead of
the usual list of daily affirmations, this book applies the advertising world's Rule of Seven to
help readers harness internal power to live fulfilling lives. The Rule of Seven states that a
person must be exposed to a message at least seven times before taking note and being
moved to action.Unfailing Love challenges you to embrace one simple statement each week of
the year and repeat it each time your thoughts conjure up fear, discouragement, doubt, or
defeat — whenever distractions (internal and external) attempt to sway you from being and
becoming all that God has created you to be.
Help develop positive thinking in children with this 52 Weeks Motivational Inspirational
Gratitude Journal for children ages 8 to 14 with Inspirational Quotes, Prompts, Affirmation, and
simple act of kindness prompts. Letting your children, as early as possible, to practice gratitude
by writing it down in this gratitude journal designed for kids and children. By writing their
gratitude in a journal each and every day your child's brain will be trained to get used of the
positive vibes in life. By being grateful each day, even in just simple words, will help them
become happier, be more positive, and be more satisfied with life. Added to that (based on the
Science of Gratitude), any individual who practices gratitude is less likely to experience
burnout, becomes less materialistic, have a better physical health, sleeps better, have greater
resiliency, and develops patience, humility and wisdom. Further, they also stated that being
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grateful increases prosocial behaviours, strengthens relationships, can help employees
'effectiveness and can increase job satisfaction. Let's all together help our children become a
better person and be a good member of the community by helping them and letting them learn
to be more appreciative of the simple things in life. AddTo Cart Now A perfect place for
reflection and mindfulness for kids, this notepad lets a child reflect on the good things in life,
those important people who put a smile on their faces, and track daily gratitude they have.
FEATURES: 52 weeks of undated Pages with different kinds of prompts like writing and
drawing prompts Spaces to write daily affirmations A simple act of kindness for doing good to
someone else. Prompts and Inspirational Quotes. Product Description: 6x9" 107 pages
Uniquely designed matte cover p>Ideas On How To Use This Journal: Children's party Gift
Birthday Gift StockingStuffer Student Teacher Gift Children of Coworker Gift GraduationGift
Gift for someone who is suffering from depression Gift for your child

Chinese edition of The Power of Your Subconscious Mind. It is as powerful,
practical today as it was in 1963 when it was first published. The suggestions in
the book for developing our subconscious mind are well defined and have proven
effective for almost fifty years. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
52 Weeks Motivational Gratitude Journal with Inspirational Quotes, Monthly
Activities, Weekly Affirmation Start practicing gratitude by writing it down daily. By
being grateful each day, even in just simple words, will help you become happier,
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be more positive, and more satisfied with life. Added to that (based on the
Science of Gratitude), any individual who practices gratitude is less likely to
experience burnout, becomes less materialistic, have a better physical health,
sleeps better, have greater resiliency, and develops patience, humility and
wisdom. Further, they also stated that being grateful increases prosocial
behaviours, strengthens relationships, can help employees 'effectiveness and
can increase job satisfaction. FEATURES: 52 weeks of undated Pages with extra
One week making it a total of 53 weeks of undated pages Space to write daily
affirmations A notes section and simple act of kindness for doing good to
someone else.events A few pages for monthly act of kindness and some pages
with writing and drawing prompts Product Description: 6x9" 143pages Uniquely
designed matte cover /ul Ideas On How To Use This Tracker: Mother's Day Gift
Birthday Gift StockingStuffer Teacher Gift Coworker Gift GraduationGift Gift for
someone who is suffering from depression Gift for yourself
The book, The Mindful Woman allows women to explore their strengths and
identify possible weaknesses that can be used to their advantage. Mindfulness
for a lot of people means understanding and accepting where and who we are as
individuals. The author likes to believe that through mindfulness we can spark a
positive change in our behavior. This book takes a simple and minimalist
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approach and with good reason. The idea behind The Mindful Woman is to allow
women to channel their inner creativity and greatness through journaling. The
author encourages the use of colored pens, sticky notes and crayons as color is
often said to bring ideas, thoughts and feelings to life. This book is your canvas create a masterpiece. Inside you will find: *52 Positive Affirmations *Weekly
Prompts *Coloring Pages And much more!
A perfect place for your reflection and mindfulness, this notepad lets you reflect
on the good things in life, those important people who put a smile on your face,
and track daily gratitude you have. FEATURES: 52 weeks of undated Pages with
extra One week making it a total of 53 weeks of undated pages Space to write
daily affirmations A notes section and simple act of kindness for doing good to
someone else.events A few pages for monthly act of kindness and some pages
with writing prompts and some note spaces and some puzzles Product
Description: 6x9" 143pages Uniquely designed matte cover /ul Ideas On How To
Use This Journal: Mother's Day Gift Birthday Gift StockingStuffer Teacher Gift
Coworker Gift GraduationGift Gift for someone who is suffering from depression
Gift for yourself
This prompted journal has 52 Positive Self-Affirmations to help guide you to the
abundance, health, happiness, success, confidence, and self-worth you are
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destined for! Affirmations can be an incredibly powerful tool to help you change
your mood, improve your self-image, and help manifest the changes you desire
in your life. This journal makes it easy to focus on one affirmation each week for
a year. Each affirmation prompt has 2 lined pages to write about your thoughts
surrounding each affirmation, giving you guidance from within and opening your
mind to the possibility of your thoughts and words. Focusing on, practicing, and
writing about each weekly affirmation, will help embed your positive thoughts into
your subconscious mind more firmly, thus increasing the likelihood of bringing
your words to fruition. Make your dreams a reality and start with these 52 positive
self-affirmations to kick start your journey to a better life. Imagine how much
better your life could be in just 1 week, then imagine what it could be like in 1
month, then 1 year! You have all the tools you need. Gift yourself or a loved one
this journal today!
You have the incredible potential to be, do, and receive whatever you desire,
imagine, and truly believe. Unfortunately, however, only a small number of
people achieve their full human potential, because they fail to recognize and
harness the infinite power of the subconscious mind--the divinity within them and
around them.The secret to success is no secret. It has been in practice for
thousands of years. The most successful people throughout history are not those
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who merely accept the reality presented to them but those who imagine a better
reality and believe in it so deeply that they are actually able to create a new
reality--to change the state of being around them. In this book, you discover how
to create your own new reality through desire, imagination, and belief:Part 1:
Affirmation Essentials: Here you discover how to plant thoughts into your
subconscious mind, so it can begin to work miracles in transmuting your thoughts
into reality, often with little or no effort on your part.Part 2: Weekly Affirmations:
These 52 weekly affirmations empower you to improve every aspect of your life,
including your health, wealth, relationships, marriage, and career. Each weekly
affirmation is accompanied by commentary that places the affirmation in the
context of real life, so you can more clearly imagine and start appreciating the
new reality you are about to experience.Part 3: More Techniques for Planting
Thoughts in the Subconscious Mind: These additional techniques enable you to
plant thoughts in your subconscious mind and crystallize your vision. The more
clearly and distinctly you are able to imagine yourself being, doing, or receiving
that which you desire, the more certain your desire will be fulfilled.Part 4: Unlock
the Infinite Power Within You: Part 4 reveals the principles upon which the
practice is based and relates true stories of people who solved problems, healed
themselves and others, saved lives, improved relationships, achieved career
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success, and attracted wealth, through the power of affirmation. Part 4 also
reveals the role the subconscious mind plays in out-of-body experiences,
extrasensory perception, mental telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, remote
viewing, and other psychic powers. This book is your personal guide to leading a
happier, wealthier, and more fulfilling life. By following the guidance offered here,
you can stop going through life as a victim of circumstances and become the
master of your own destiny. You discover how to harness the power of your own
mind and the infinite resources surrounding you to be, do, and receive whatever
you desire, imagine, and believe.
Binge Eating at Night Time: 52 Weeks Organizer Meal Planner Notebook,
Journal to Record Emotions & Healthy Eating Affirmations Coloring Book. How
do you stop and avoid eating at night time? What are you trigger sources? What
can you do to prevent this? This Diary Notebook Journal Meal Planner and
Healthy Eating Affirmations Coloring Book, will enable you get yourself right on
track. What's inside? 52 week meal planner and useful groceries list. Emotion
Tracker - keep track your negative and position emotions. You will become
mindful of your own emotional trigger sources that may cause you to eat at night
time and how you can deal with each of them. Discover the things you are
grateful for in life. Included are 20 positive affirmations to help sink into your
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subconscious while you color beautiful and unique single-sided (to frame later),
coloring illustrations. 8.5 x 11 inches in size with an awesome soft front cover
design. Get this diary notebook journal now!
Have you ever bought a gorgeous dated planner only not to use it? Once you
remember to use it, the year is almost over. With our undated weekly planner,
you can skip weeks and still go back to it whenever. With a 4-Page Spread Per
Week (52 weeks and 208 pages total), there's plenty to keep organized with our
planner. Page 1 Spread Notes Goals Top Priorities To-Buy Important Reminders
Page 2 Spread Monday-Sunday Weekly Planner Habit Tracker (Track Up To 5
Habits) Page 3 Spread Gratitude Statements (Write What You're Grateful For
Each Day Of The Week) Positive Affirmations (Write Your Affirmations For Each
Day Of The Week) Page 4 Spread (Weekly Review) Overall Rating (Rate Your
Week 1-5 Stars) Wins Of The Week Challenges Lessons Learned How I'll
Improve Next Week (Notes and Scribbles) Our Planner is 8.5 x 11, with plenty of
room to organize your life & bring some positivity and self-reflection into your life.
* Please use Amazon's "Look Inside" feature if it's available to you to see what
the pages look like before making a purchasing decision. Add To Cart Now
Things To NoteOur planner has the feel and style of a paperback.No Hardcover.
No Spiral8.5 x 11 and 210 pages total makes a thick notebook. Don't buy if you're
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looking for something small to carry around.While paper quality is subjective, our
paper is like that of paperback books and printer paper. This may or may not
bother you.Our planner does not have monthly spreads.It is not dated.
Harness the power of positive thinking with weekly wisdom, inspiration, and
writing prompts Maintaining a positive attitude takes practice. This beautiful,
practical journal is packed with mantras, affirmations, quotes, and simple yet
thought-provoking prompts to guide you in your journey toward an optimistic
outlook. Positive Thinking will help you identify the types of negative thoughts you
typically have and inspire you to reshape, reform, and recast them in a
constructive light with 52 weekly exercises that only take a few minutes to
complete. Get on the path to a brighter point of view! Positive Thinking includes:
Creative prompts--Write and draw your way toward positive thinking with fun and
fast prompts. Mindful journaling--Reflect on uplifting mantras, powerful
affirmations, and inspiring quotes. Expression sessions--Discover ample room to
express yourself after each introspective prompt. Journal your way to a happier
perspective with Positive Thinking.
A wonderful planner to track your success goals for 52 weeks. Check off your to
do list, track habits, water intake, and goals. Has a designated area for positive
affirmations and gratitude entries. Simple planner, to the point yet appealing.
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